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Web engineering as a field has emerged to address challenges associated with developing Web applications. It is known that the development of Web applications differs from the development of non-Web
applications, especially regarding some aspects such as Web size metrics. The classification of existing
Web engineering knowledge would be beneficial for both practitioners and researchers in many different ways, such as finding research gaps and supporting decision making. In the context of Web effort
estimation, a taxonomy was proposed to classify the existing size metrics, and more recently a systematic literature review was conducted to identify aspects related to Web resource/effort estimation.
However, there is no study that classifies Web predictors (both size metrics and cost drivers). The main
objective of this study is to organize the body of knowledge on Web effort predictors by designing and
using a taxonomy, aiming at supporting both research and practice in Web effort estimation. To design
our taxonomy, we used a recently proposed taxonomy design method. As input, we used the results of
a previously conducted systematic literature review (updated in this study), an existing taxonomy of
Web size metrics and expert knowledge. We identified 165 unique Web effort predictors from a final
set of 98 primary studies; they were used as one of the basis to design our hierarchical taxonomy. The
taxonomy has three levels, organized into 13 categories. We demonstrated the utility of the taxonomy
and body of knowledge by using examples. The proposed taxonomy can be beneficial in the following
ways: i) It can help to identify research gaps and some literature of interest and ii) it can support the
selection of predictors for Web effort estimation. We also intend to extend the taxonomy presented to
also include effort estimation techniques and accuracy metrics.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Context
New software development approaches emerge as time goes by and the software industry aims at
enhancing existing processes to reduce waste and increase profitability. As a consequence of the
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emergence of the World Wide Web (WWW), new software development approaches were suggested
to address the challenges raised in this new scenario. They also led to the creation of a new research
field known as Web Engineering [13].
The aim of Web engineering is to develop and maintain quality Web applications by following
engineering and management principles and practices in a systematic way [4]. Web engineering differs
from software engineering in three main aspects [13]:
• The people involved in the development.
• The Web applications’ intrinsic properties.
• The wider audience of the Web applications
Web applications generally have multi-tiered structure and non-code elements, such as images
and audio/video, are designed and used in developing these applications [19]. Besides programmers
and IT professionals, the development of Web applications also needs the involvement of graphic
designers and content writers [10].
The development processes of most Web development companies are ad-hoc and applications are
delivered in short development cycles [15, 8, 17]. Effort estimation is carried out in these companies
without a formal process [15, 16]. Effort estimation, i.e. the process used to predict the effort needed
to develop a particular application, is a project management activity that is fundamental to managing
Web project’s resources in an efficient way [10]. The estimation of Web applications’ development
effort involves the selection of an adequate effort estimation technique, as well as the identification
and measurement of appropriate Web effort predictors, i.e. size metrics and cost drivers [9].
1.2. Problem outline
In the context of Web effort estimation, Mendes et al. [11] have designed a taxonomy to classify hypermedia and Web size metrics. A taxonomy is “a scheme of classification”bthat was initially designed
by Carl Linnaeus to classify organism [7], although researchers have used this approach to organizing knowledge in other fields, such as Computer Science [5] and Psychology [14]. Originally, it was
devised to classify knowledge in a hierarchical way, although to date many different classification
structures have been used to construct taxonomies, e.g. “hierarchy”, “tree” and “facet-based” [6].
Knowledge classification can have positive implications for both academia and industry, as follows:
• Facilitates knowledge sharing [21, 23].
• Helps in identifying gaps in a particular knowledge area [21, 23].
• Provides a better understanding of the interrelationships between the factors associated with a
particular knowledge area [21].
• Supports decision-making processes [21].
Despite the fact that Mendes et al. [11] proposed a taxonomy of size metrics, their work does not
account for cost drivers and was based on the relevant literature published between 1992 and 2003.
b www.oxforddictionaries.com
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Azhar et al. [1], through a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) on Web resource estimation c, identified many Web effort predictors. However, they did not classify the identified Web effort predictors
in a meaningful way (see Section 2 for more details).
1.3. Objective
The objective of this paper is to design and use a taxonomy to organize the body of knowledge on
Web effort predictors (size metrics and cost drivers). To do so, we used the results from Azhar et al.’s
SLR and Mendes et al.’s taxonomy [11] as input, along with expert knowledge.
1.4. Contribution
The contribution of this paper is three-fold:
• A Web effort predictors’ taxonomy based on evidence from an SLR (updated herein), a previous
size metric taxonomy and expert knowledge.
• The validation of the proposed taxonomy by means of comparing it with Mendes et al.’s taxonomy [11] and by classifying existing related literature.
• The organized body of knowledge related to Web effort predictors, i.e. 165 predictors identified
in 98 studies were classified using the proposed taxonomy.
1.5. Outline
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 presents
the research design and methodology employed herein. Section 4 presents our proposed Web effort
predictors taxonomy, followed by Section 5 where our taxonomy is used to classify existing literature.
Section 6 discusses the implications of our proposal for both researchers and practitioners. Section
7 presents the validity threats associated with this work. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and
presents our comments on future work.
2. Related work
The taxonomy proposed in this work is based on the studies by Azhar et al. [1] and Mendes et al.
[11]. In this section, we briefly describe these studies and also discuss how our work extends these
related papers.
2.1. SLR by Azhar et al.
Azhar et al. [1] have conducted an SLR to identify techniques, accuracy measures and predictors used
within the context of Web resource estimation. Their SLR was based on 84 primary studies on Web
resource estimation.
The authors have identified that case base reasoning and regression-based estimation techniques
are most frequently used Web resource estimation techniques, with varying degrees of accuracy. They
also identified a number of Web resource predictors employed during Web effort estimation. They
c Web

resource estimation embraces also design, quality, development and maintenance effort, while Web effort estimation
deals only with development effort.
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categorized the identified size metrics, using the three following categories: length, functionality, and
reusability.
We identified the following issues with the classification of size metrics by Azhar et al.:
• The identified size metrics are not reported in their study, i.e. only the respective size metric
categories are used to classify the identified primary studies, without any further detail about
each individual size metric.
• Many Web predictors are classified only as “Tukutuku predictors”, disregarding the fact that
Tukutuku set of predictors [12] includes both size metrics and cost drivers. In addition, the
individual predictors classified in this category are not reported in the paper, i.e. all the identified
studies are classified as Tukutuku, without any further details.
• No classification for cost drivers is provided. In addition, the identified cost drivers are not
reported in the paper, i.e. all the identified studies are classified as cost drivers, without any
further detail.
Therefore, this paper addresses the issues of Azhar et al.’s work by proposing a taxonomy of
Web effort predictors, which embraces both size metrics and cost drivers, and classifies web effort
predictors reported in the included primary studies using the proposed taxonomy.
2.2. Taxonomy of size metrics by Mendes et al.
Mendes et al. [11] have proposed a taxonomy of hypermedia and Web application size metrics. They
designed a facet-based taxonomy, based on a number of measurement concepts and the literature on
software size metrics and measurement. These concepts included the motivation of each size metric, harvesting time during the development cycle when a particular size metric should be measured,
categories of size metrics (length, functionality, and complexity), entity, measurement scales, computation, validation and model dependency. Their taxonomy was employed to classify the size metrics
identified in the relevant studies published between 1992 and 2003.
Our work differs from Mendes et al.’s taxonomy in the following ways:
• Our taxonomy covers both size metrics and cost drivers.
• We complemented the literature reviewed by Mendes et al. by considering the studies used by
Azhar et al. and by adding studies published until September 2014. With the discovery of new
knowledge, existing taxonomies need to evolve over time.
• Our taxonomy was designed in a systematic way by applying a method, as described in Section
3, while Mendes et al.’s taxonomy was developed without following any taxonomy design
method.
3. Research design and methodology
In this section, we present the research design and methodology used. The following research question
is investigated in this work:
• How to organize the body of knowledge on Web effort predictors reported in the literature?
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As mentioned before, we decided to design a taxonomy to organize the body of knowledge on Web
effort predictors. Therefore, we carried out the following steps to fully answer our research question:
1. We identified relevant literature to be used as the basis for the Web effort predictors’ taxonomy.
2. We employed the process proposed by Usman et al. [20] to design the Web effort predictors’
taxonomy.
3. We used the designed taxonomy to classify the predictors identified in the existing literature on
Web effort estimation.
3.1. Step 1 - Identify relevant literature
We used the 84 primary studies included in Azhar et al.’s SLR [1] as our starting point. However,
Azhar et al.’s SLR covered only studies published until February 2012. Thus, we searched for additional literature published between March 2012 and September 2014. Before surveying databases
to retrieve additional studies, we slightly modified Damir et al.’s search string, because the original
search string was designed to fetch Web resource estimation studies and our work was limited to Web
effort estimation. The modified search string is as follows:
(Web) AND (cost OR effort) AND (estimation OR prediction OR forecasting)
We used the modified search string to retrieve studies from Scopusdand Compendex/Inspece. The
search string was applied on titles and abstracts. These sources cover important databases such as
IEEE, Springer, ACM and Elsevier that publish leading SE journals and conference proceedings. In
addition, the selected primary sources are able to handle advanced queries. Table 1 presents the
surveyed primary sources along with the corresponding number of primary studies returned (439).
Table 1: Summary of search results
Database / Search Engine
Scopus
Compendex and Inspec
Total

Search Results
129
310
439

To select relevant studies, we carried out a 2-phase selection process. In the first phase, the two first
authors screened together all the 439 titles and abstracts, employing the following selection criteria
(adapted from Damir et al. [1]):
• Inclusion
– Studies that investigate Web effort predictors AND
– Studies that provide an empirical basis for their findings.
• Exclusion
d www.scopus.com
e www.engineeringvillage.com
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– Studies whose full-text are not accessible OR
– Studies that are not written in English OR
– Studies that are not reported in a peer-reviewed workshop, conference, or journal OR
– Studies that lack empirical evidence
As a result of phase 1, 14 studies were deemed as relevant. The aforementioned selection criteria
were then applied on the full-text of the 14 studies and all of them were judged as relevant. These 14
studies along with the 84 studies used in Damir et al. [1] (98 in total) were employed as one of the
inputs for designing our taxonomyf.
Note that the extraction phase, like the search phase, was also simplified herein, because we only
extracted size metrics and cost drivers from the 14 additional papers, while Azhar et al. have extracted
also effort estimation techniques and accuracy measures. We did so because only the effort predictors
were relevant to design our taxonomy.
3.2. Step 2 - Design the taxonomy
To design our taxonomy, we employed the method proposed by Usman et al. [20]. This process is a
revised version of the method previously proposed by Bayona-Oré et al. [2].
Usman et al.’s method has 13 activities, which are presented in Table 2. These activities are
grouped into 4 phases, as follows:
• Planning - This phase is related to defining initial aspects of the taxonomy to be designed,
such as the objective of the taxonomy, the software engineering (SE) knowledge [3] associated
with the selected subject matter (i.e. the object to be classified [22]) to be classified. The data
collection methods [24], classification structure type (hierarchy, tree, paradigm or facet-based
[6]) and classification procedure type (qualitative or quantitative [22]) are also selected in this
phase.
• Identification and extraction - This phase is related to the information extraction and control
of terminology describing the extracted terms.
• Design and construction - In this phase, the dimensions and categories are identified and described, as well as the relationships between them, leading to a classification scheme. Guidelines for use and evolution of the taxonomy are also defined in this phase.
• Validation - In the last phase of this process, the taxonomy is validated. A taxonomy can be
validated in three ways [18]:
– Orthogonality demonstration - The orthogonality or mutual exclusiveness of the taxonomy categories and sub-categories is ensured and described.
– Benchmarking - The proposed taxonomy is compared with existing relevant taxonomies,
if any.
– Utility demonstration - The utility of the taxonomy can be demonstrated by classifying
existing knowledge.
f The

list of primary studies is available on-line at https://goo.gl/PeXuVV
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Table 2: Updated taxonomy design method.
Phase

Id

Planning

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

Identification
and extraction

B7
B8
B9

Design and

B10

construction

B11
B12

Validation

B13

Activity
Define SE knowledge area of
the study
Describe the objectives of the
taxonomy
Select and describe the
subject matter to be classified
Select classification structure
type
Select classification
procedure type
Identify the sources of
information
Extract all the terms
Perform terminology control
Identify and describe the
taxonomy dimensions
Identify and describe the
categories of each dimension
Identify and describe the
relationships
Define guidelines for using
and updating the taxonomy
Validate the taxonomy

The data extracted from 98 primary studies selected in the previous step, along with Mendes et al.
taxonomy and the knowledge of the third author of this paper, who is an expert in Web engineering,
were used to design our taxonomy. The resulting Web effort predictors’ taxonomy is presented in
Section 4.
3.3. Step 3 - Classify identified predictors
To organize the body of knowledge on Web effort predictors, we classified the 98 primary studies
(selected in step 1) using the taxonomy detailed in Section 4. The classification is presented in Section
5.
4. Web effort predictors’ taxonomy
In this section, we present our Web effort predictors’ taxonomy, whose details are presented according
to the phases of the method described in Section 3.
4.1. Planning
In this phase, we carried out 6 activities (B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, and B6). The knowledge area associated
with the designed taxonomy is project management (the outcome of B1). The main objective of the
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proposed taxonomy is to define a set of categories that enables to classify the Web effort predictors
(size metrics and cost drivers) reported in the existing literature (the outcome of B2). The subject
matter of the designed taxonomy is Web effort predictors (the outcome of B3).
To design the taxonomy presented herein, we chose hierarchy to be the classification structure [6]
(the outcome of B4). We did so because there is an extensive and mature state-of-the-art on Web effort
estimation, which allows for designing a hierarchical taxonomy with well-defined categories. The
hierarchical structure relates categories and sub-categories in a parent-child relationship [6], which is
also the case in our taxonomy (e.g., lines of code is-a size metric, and a size metric is-a Web effort
predictor). In addition, the third author of this paper is an expert on Web effort estimation, and her
knowledge helped to identify the best structure to design the proposed taxonomy.
The procedure used to classify the Web effort predictors is qualitative in nature (the outcome of
B5). We selected this classification procedure type because it is an appropriate approach to ensure
mutual exclusiveness between categories in a hierarchical taxonomy [22].
The last activity of this phase was to select the method to collect relevant data. As discussed in
Section 3, the data used as the basis to design our taxonomy was gathered by means of a systematic
literature review (the outcome of B6).
4.2. Identification and extraction
In this phase, we carried out 2 activities (B7 and B8). We extracted all the size metrics and cost drivers
(Web effort predictors) from the primary studies included in Azhar et al.’s SLR (84 studies) and from
the additional 14 studies we identified later on. As a result, we identified 214 size metrics and 148
cost drivers (the outcome of B7).
To carry out activity B8, we used the knowledge of the third author in Web effort estimation
as input, which was mandatory to achieve consistent results. Activity B8 enabled us to control the
consistency of the extracted terms (Web predictors). We performed the following actions to improve
the terminology associated with the extracted Web effort predictors:
1. The duplicates were removed.
2. Whenever we identified a case where one predictor was represented by different terms in different studies, a terminology unification was performed. To do so, a Delphi-inspired process
was employed whereby the authors independently chose a term to name the predictor in question; the deliberations were made to arrive at a consensus; this process was to be repeated until
consensus was reached.
3. The terminology associated with many predictors was slightly changed to improve legibility;
in many cases, it was nearly impossible to understand the purpose of a predictor without a
comprehensive text to describe it.
As a result of actions 1 and 2, the number of predictors was reduced from 362 (214 size metrics
and 148 cost drivers) to 165 (88 size metrics and 77 cost drivers). We present the terms that were
unified in Table 3, which is the result of the terminology control (see more details in Section 5).
4.2.1. Design and construction
In this phase, we carried out 4 activities (B9, B10, B11, and B12). We used the terms extracted and
controlled through B7 and B8 to identify and describe the taxonomy dimensions and categories. We
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Table 3: Terminology control results.
Final term
Web page count

Media count
Component count
Reused component count

Feature count

Link count
Domain experience
Availability level
Documentation level

Original terms
Total number of Web pages, page count, number of text
pages, Web pages, brochure pages, number of HTML files
Media count, number of animations in the application,
number of audio/video files, medias, high complexity
images, medium complexity images, low complexity
images, overall complexity images, animation graphics
Number of used features off-the-shelf, components
Number of reused high effort Fots-adapted, Number of
reused low effort Fots-adapted
Features programming, animation programming,front end
design, graphic design, front end build, context and user
base analysis, analysis of on-line demand and offer,
newsletter, customization by editorial staff, site findability
and positioning verification context architecture
management and re-aggregation of tags and keys, system
infrastructure, general search engine on site, preparation of
bare mock-up, requirements and navigation, content
management system, production of logo and corporate
image, graphic layout production, creation of ad-hoc texts
and pictures/videos, map or background, communicability
and social management, templates and navigation system,
user role management, multilingualism, DB and internal
query creation, report system design, external query,
cartographic DB, creation and inclusion of customized
maps, clickable maps, file types managed by application,
management of reserved areas, external system access,
service available outside of application, data input models
Internal links, number of external links, number of links
Team experience, experience of the developer, personnel
experience, lack of employee experience, experience in
business area
Client unavailability, client time frame
Documentation, project documentation
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identified only one dimension, named Web effort predictor (the outcome of B9) at the very top, making
it the eventual parent category of all the sub and sub-sub categories. This was used later on to classify
the body of knowledge on Web effort size metrics and cost drivers (Section 5).
To identify the categories of this main dimension, we first looked at Mendes et al.’s categories
[11]; three categories were identified as relevant (length, complexity, and functionality). To identify
additional categories, we employed an iterative and empirical approach; we examined the extracted
Web effort predictors and looked for similarities and differences between them. As a result, 7 additional categories were identified, named object-oriented, client, development company, project, product, team, and technology respectively (the outcome of B10). While carrying out this activity B10, we
added other two more categories: size metric and cost driver.
As mentioned before, we selected hierarchy as the classification structure type; such a choice had
a direct influence on the type of relationship between categories [6]. Therefore, we used parent-child
(also known as is-a or inheritance) relationship in our taxonomy to relate categories and sub-categories
(the outcome of B11), which resulted in the Web effort predictors’ taxonomy displayed in Figure 1.
The taxonomy has 3 hierarchical levels: i) the first level contains the root of the taxonomy, which
is the subject matter to be classified (Web effort predictor); ii) the second level has two categories: size
metric and cost driver; iii) The third level of the taxonomy further divides the size metrics and cost
drivers into sub-categories. The categories of the third hierarchical level are defined as follows:
• Size metrics
– Length - This category includes metrics that directly measure the length of Web applications based on the size/length of their compounding elements.
– Object-oriented - This category embraces metrics that measure indirectly the size of Web
applications based on object-oriented properties of their compounding elements.
– Functionality - This category embraces metrics that indirectly measure the size of Web
applications based on their feature/functions.
– Complexity - This category embraces metrics that indirectly measure the size of Web
applications based on the difficulty associated with their compounding elements.
• Cost drivers
– Client - This category embraces cost drivers related to the client who demands the development of a Web application.
– Development company - This category embraces cost drivers associated with the company hired by a client to develop a Web application.
– Product - This category embraces cost drivers associated with requirements and restrictions associated with a Web application.
– Project - This category embraces cost drivers associated with the setting of a Web application project.
– Team - This category embraces cost drivers that are associated with the development team
responsible for carrying out a Web application project.
– Technology - This category embraces cost drivers that are associated with the technologies
(programming language, tools, platforms) demanded in a Web application project.
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Fig. 1: Web effort predictors’ taxonomy.
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We believe that the third hierarchical level is the only one that can be updated in future to evolve
the taxonomy presented herein. There are just two types of Web effort predictors [9]: size metrics and
cost drivers, therefore the corresponding second hierarchical level is complete. In addition, we believe
that it is important to keep all the applicable categories in only one hierarchical level, i.e. categories
that are to be used to classify Web predictors. In doing so, the taxonomy is easy to understand and
apply (the outcome of B12).
The description for each category must be consulted whenever a Web predictor is to be classified. This clear category description supports an easy understanding and application of the presented
taxonomy (the outcome of B12).
4.2.2. Validation
The last activity of the employed taxonomy design process validates the taxonomy (B13). We conducted this activity as follows:
• Orthogonality demonstration - We used a bottom-up approach to identify the categories of
the taxonomy presented in this paper: i) first, we identified all the Web predictors reported by
the selected primary studies and ii) second, we analyzed those Web effort predictors to identify
differences and similarities between them. This process led us to identify orthogonal categories,
as presented in Figure 1.
• Benchmarking - As discussed in Section 2, only Mendes et al.’s taxonomy [11] is similar to the
taxonomy put forward in this paper. However, Mendes et al.’s taxonomy focuses only on size
metrics within both hypermedia and Web application contexts. The taxonomy presented herein
embraces both size metrics and cost drivers, focusing only on the Web application context.
In addition, our taxonomy is graphically presented and is designed in a systematic way by
following the taxonomy design method described in Section 3.
• Utility demonstration - To demonstrate the utility of our taxonomy, we classified all the size
metrics and cost drivers extracted from the 98 included primary studies. The result from this
classification is further detailed in Section 5 and discussed in Section 6.
5. Web effort predictors’ classification
In this section, we present the results regarding the classification of the Web predictors identified in
the 98 included primary studies (see Section 3). In total, we extracted 165 unique Web predictors,
which are detailed in Tables 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. Note that the column
“F” presents the frequencies of each predictor in all the tables.
5.1. Size metrics
We identified 88 unique size metrics that were classified according to the following 4 categories (see
Section 4): length, functionality, object-oriented and complexity.
5.1.1. Length
We identified 54 length size metrics, which represents 61.46% of all size metrics reported herein. The
size metrics classified in this category are as follows: Web page count, Media count, New media count,
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New Web page count, Link count, Program count, Reused component count, Lines of code, Reused
program count, Reused media count, Web page allocation Reused lines of code, Media allocation,
Reused media allocation, Entity count, Attribute count, Component count, Statement count, Node
count, Collection slot size, Component granularity level, Slot granularity level, Model node size,
Cluster node size, Node slot size, Publishing model unit count, Model slot size, Association slot
size, Client script count, Server script count, Information slot count, Association center slot count,
Collection center slot count, Component slot count, Semantic association count, Segment count, Slot
count, Cluster slot count, Cluster count Publishing unit count, Section count, Inner/sub concern count,
Indifferent concern count, Module point cut count, Module count, Module attribute count, Operation
count, Comment count, Reused comment count, Media duration, Diffusion cut count, Concern module
count, Concern operation count and Anchor count. A description of each metric and the primary
studies from where they were extracted are presented in Tables 4, 5 and 6.
5.1.2. Functionality
We identified 12 functionality size metrics (13.63%) that are as follows: High feature count, Low
feature count, Reused high feature count, Reused low feature count, Web objects, COSMIC, IFPUG,
OO-HFP, OO-FP, Use case count, Feature count and Data Web points. A description of each metric
and the primary studies from where they were extracted are presented in Table 7.
5.1.3. Object-oriented
We identified three object-oriented size metrics (3.4%) that are as follows: Cohesion, class coupling
and concern coupling. A description of each metric and the primary studies from where they were
extracted are presented in Table 8.
5.1.4. Complexity
We identified 19 complexity size metrics (21.59%) that are as follows: Connectivity density, Cyclometic complexity, Model collection complexity, Model association complexity, Model link complexity, Page complexity, Component complexity, Total complexity, Adaptation complexity, New
complexity, Data usage complexity, Data flow complexity, Cohesion complexity, Interface complexity,
Control flow complexity, Class complexity, Layout complexity, Input complexity and Output complexity. A description of each metric and the primary studies from where they were extracted are
presented in Table 9.
5.2. Cost drivers
We identified 77 unique size metrics that were classified according to the following six categories (see
Section 4): client, development company, product, project, team and technology.
5.2.1. Product
We identified 35 product cost drivers, which represents 45.45% of all cost drivers reported herein.
The cost drivers classified in this category are as follows: Type, Stratum, Compactness, Structure
Architecture, Integration with legacy systems, Concurrency level, Processing requirements, Database
size, Requirements volatility level, Requirements novelty level, Reliability level, Maintainability level,
Time efficiency level, Memory efficiency level, Portability level, Scalability level, Quality level Us-
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Table 4: Length size metrics - part 1.
Size metric

Description

Web page count

Total number of Web pages
in the Web application

Media count

Total number of media files
(audio, video, animation,
images)

Component count

Number of components

Reused component
count

Number of reused
components

New media count

Total number of new media
files

New Web page count

Number of new Web pages
in the Web application

Link count

Number of links in the Web
application

Program count

Number of classes

Lines of code

It represents the total lines
of code.

Reused program
count

Number of reused classes

Reused media count
Web page allocation
Reused lines of code
Media allocation
Reused media
allocation
Entity count

Number of reused media
files
Memory space consumed
by Web pages
Number of lines of code
that are reused.
Memory space consumed
by all the media files
Memory space consumed
by the reused media files
Number of entities in the
data model

References
s3, s4, s5, s6, s7, s8, s9, s10,
s11, s14, s16, s17, s19, s21,
s22, s24, s25, s32, s34, s39,
s40, s42, s43, s44, s46, s47,
s48, s50, s51, s52, s53, s54,
s55, s64, s65, s66, s67, s71,
s72, s76, s81, s84, s85, s90,
s91, e5, ss3, ss4, ss7, ss12
s6, s8, s9, s10, s11, s14,
s15, s16, s17, s21, s25, s35,
s39, s42, s43, s50, s53, s64
s76, e5, ss3, ss12
s19, s35, s47, s46, s47, s53,
s54, s55, s65, s66, s67, s71,
s72, s81, s84, s85, s90, s91,
e7
s46, s53, s54, s55, s65, s66,
s67, s71, s72, s81, s84, s85,
s90, s91, s96, e7
s46, s53, s54, s55, s65, s66,
s67, s71, s72, s76, s81, s84,
s85, s90, s91
s46, s53, s54, s55, s65, s66,
s67, s71, s72, s81, s84, s85,
s90, s91
s3, s4, s5, s6, s7, s8, s9, s10,
s11, s15, s19, s76, e5, ss5
s6, s8, s9, s10, s11, s14,
s15, s17, s21, s25, s39, e5
s2, s9, s6, s8, s9, s10, s11,
s15, s37, s49, s64, e5
s6, s8, s9, s10, s11, s14,
s15, s17, s21, s25, s39, e5
s6, s8, s9, s10, s11, s14,
s15, s17, s21, s25, s39, e5
s6, s8, s9, s10, s11, s15,
s47, e4, e5
s2, s6, s8, s9, s10, s11, s15,
e5

F

s6, s8, s9, s10, s11, s15, e5

7

s6, s8, s9, s10, s11, s15, e5

7

s16, s19, s47, e4

4

50

22

19

16

15

14
14
12
12
12
12
9
8
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Table 5: Length size metrics - part 2.
Size metric
Attribute count
Statement count
Node count
Collection slot size
Component
granularity level
Slot granularity level
Model node size
Cluster node size
Node slot size
Publishing model
unit count
Model slot size
Association slot size
Client script count
Server script count
Information slot
count
Association center
slot count
Collection center slot
count
Component slot
count
Semantic association
count
Segment count
Slot count
Cluster slot count
Cluster count

Description
Number of attributes per
entity in the data model
Number of statements in the
Web application source
code.
Number of nodes in the
navigation diagram
Average size of slots per
collection center
Average component
granularity level per entity
Average granularity of
decomposition of slots per
component
Average size of nodes in the
model
Average size of nodes per
cluster
Average size of slots per
node
Size of publishing units in
the model
Size of slots in the model
Average size of slots per
association center
Number of java script files
on client side
Number of java script files
on server side
Number of slots in the
model
Number of slots per
semantic association center
in the model
Number of slots per
collection center in the
model
Number of slots per
component in the model
Number of semantic
associations in the model
Number of segments in the
model
Overall number of slots
Number of slots per cluster
Number of clusters

References

F

s16, s19, s47, e4

4

s14, s16, s57

3

s16, s19, s47

3

e4, s47

2

e4, s47

2

e4, s47

2

e4, s47

2

e4, s47

2

e4, s47

2

e4, s47

2

e4, s47

2

e4, s47

2

s42, s76

2

s42, s76

2

s19, s47

2

s19, s47

2

s19, s47

2

s19, s47

2

s19, s47

2

s19, s47

2

s19, s47
s19, s47
s19, s47

2
2
2
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Table 6: Length size metrics - part 3.
Size metric
Publishing unit count
Section count
Inner/sub concern
count
Indifferent concern
count
Attribute count
Module point cut
count
Module count
Module attribute
count
Operation count
Comment count
Reused comment
count
Media duration
Diffusion cut count
Concern module
count
Concern operation
count
Anchor count

Description
Number of publishing units
Number of sections
Number of inner/sub
concerns in a Web
application
Number of indifferent
concerns in a Web
application
Number of attributes per
entity in the data model
Number of module point cut
in a Web application
Number of modules in a
Web application
Number of module
attributes in a Web
application
Number of weighted
operations per component
Number of lines of
comments
Number of reused lines of
comments
Play time for audio/video
files
Number of diffusion cuts in
a Web application
Number of modules for
concern
Number of operations for
concern
Number of anchors in the
navigation diagram

References
s19, s47
s19, s47

F
2
2

s37

1

s37

1

s16, s19, s47, e4

4

s37

1

s37

1

s37

1

s37

1

s11

1

s11

1

s11

1

s37

1

s37

1

s37

1

s16

1
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Table 7: Functionality size metrics.
Size metric

Description

High feature count

Total number of high effort
features requested by the
user

Low feature count
Reused high feature
count
Reused low feature
count
Web Objects
COSMIC
IFPUG
OO-HFP
OO-FP

Use case count

Feature count

Data Web points

Total number of low effort
features requested by the
user
It represents the number of
reused high effort features
requested by the user
It represents the number of
reused low effort features
requested by the user
A Web
development-focused
version of function points
Function points calculated
using COSMIC method
Function points calculated
using IFPUG method
Objected-oriented
hypermedia version of
function points
Object-oriented version of
function points
Functional metric based on
use case descriptions that is
calculated using use case
points method
Functional size metric that
counts all the features
requested by the user
A functional metric that
measures the functionality
of Web applications

References
s43, s46, s50, s53, s54, s55,
s64, s65, s66, s67, s71, s72,
s81, s84, s85, s90, s91, ss3,
ss6
s43, s46, s50, s53, s54, s55,
s64, s65, s66, s67, s71, s72,
s81, s84, s85, s90, s91, ss3
s46, s53, s54, s55, s65, s66,
s67, s71, s72, s81, s84, s85,
s90, s91
s46, s53, s54, s55, s65, s66,
s67, s71, s72, s81, s84, s85,
s90, s91
s27, s28, s42, s48, s56, s58,
s62, s70, s75, s76, s87, s92,
s93, s96
s9, s31, s35, s41, s45, s62,
s74, s77, e1, ss2, ss13
s2, s28, s30, s57, s63, s70,
s93, s96

F

s2, s46, s82, ss5

4

s2, s57, s69

3

s16, e3, ss1

3

s64, ss12

2

s26

1

19

18

14

14

14
11
8
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Table 8: Object-oriented size metrics.
Size metric
Cohesion
Class coupling
Concern Coupling

Description
Cohesion of the Web
application classes
Coupling of the Web
application classes
Coupling of the Web
application concerns

References

F

s49

1

s49

1

s37

1

ability, level Readability level Security level, Installability level, Modularity level, Flexibility level,
Testability level, Accessibility level, Trainability level, Innovation level, Technical factors, Storage
constraint, Reusability level, Robustness level, Design volatility, Experience level and Requirements
clarity level. A description of each cost driver and the primary studies from where they were extracted
are presented in Tables 10, 11 and 12.
5.2.2. Client
We identified four client cost drivers (5.19%) that are as follows: Availability level, IT literacy,
Mapped workflows and Personality. A description of each cost driver and the primary studies from
where they were extracted are presented in Table 13.
5.2.3. Development company
We identified four development company cost drivers (5.19%) that are as follows: SPI program, Metrics’ program, Number of projects in parallel and Software reuse. A description of each cost driver
and the primary studies from where they were extracted are presented in Table 14.
5.2.4. Project
We identified 13 project cost drivers (16.88%) that are as follows: Documentation level, Number
of programming languages, Type, Process efficiency level, Project management level, Infrastructure,
Development restriction, Time restriction, Risk level, Rapid app development, Operational mode Resource level and Lessons learned repository. A description of each cost driver and the primary studies
from where they were extracted are presented in Table 15.
5.2.5. Team
We identified 15 team cost drivers (19.48%) that are as follows: Domain experience level, Team size,
Deployment platform experience level, Team capability, Programming language experience level,
Tool experience level, Communication level, Software development experience, Work Team level,
Stability level Motivation level Focus factor, Tool experience level and OO experience level In-house
experience. A description of each cost driver and the primary studies from where they were extracted
are presented in Tables 16 and 17.
5.2.6. Technology
We identified six technology cost drivers (7.79%) that are as follows: Authoring tool type, Productivity
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Table 9: Complexity size metrics.

Connectivity density

Cyclomatic
complexity
Model collection
complexity
Model association
complexity
Model link
complexity
Page complexity

Component
complexity

Total complexity
Adaptation
complexity
New complexity
Data usage
complexity
Data flow
complexity
Cohesion complexity
Interface complexity
Control flow
complexity
Class complexity
Layout complexity
Input complexity
Output complexity

Average connectivity (links)
of Web pages in the Web
application.
Number of linearly
independent paths in the
Web application source
code
Complexity of the Web
application model
collections
Complexity of the Web
application model
associations
Complexity of the Web
application model links
Average number of different
types of media on Web
pages
It measures the complexity
of components of a model
used during the
development of a Web
application
Overall complexity of a
Web application
Complexity for adapt
existing parts of a Web
application
Complexity of new features
of a Web application
Complexity of the usage of
the Web application data
Complexity of the flows of
the Web application data
Complexity of the Web
application data cohesion
Complexity of the Web
application interfaces with
legacy systems
Complexity of the Web
application control flows
Complexity of the Web
application source code
classes
Complexity of Web pages’
layout
Complexity of the Web
application inputs
Complexity of the Web
application outputs

s6, s8, s9, s10, s11, s14, s15,
s16, s17, s21, s25, s39, e5

13

s6, s8, s9, s10, s11, s15, e5

7

e4, s47

2

e4, s47

2

e4, s47

2

e5, ss12

2

s47, e4

2

e7

1

s57

1

s57

1

s57

1

s57

1

s57

1

s57

1

s57

1

s57

1

s35

1

s35

1

s35

1
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Table 10: Product cost drivers - part 1.
Cost driver
Structure

Time efficiency level
Memory efficiency
level
Portability level

Integration with
legacy systems

Stratum

Compactness
Requirements
volatility level
Requirements
novelty level
Reliability level
Maintainability level
Scalability level
Quality level
Usability level
Readability level
Security level

Description
It measures the way the
documents of a Web
application are linked
It determines the time
efficiency level demanded
by the client
It determines the memory
efficiency level demanded
by the client
It determines the portability
level demanded by the client
It measures the presence or
absence of integration with
existing systems to be
considered during the
development of a Web
application
It measures to what degree a
Web application is designed
to be read in a direct way
It measures the perceived
compactness demand for a
Web application
It measures how often the
Web application
requirements change
It measures how known by
the team is the work
demanded to develop the
Web application
It determines the reliability
level demanded by the client
It determines the
maintainability level
demanded by the client
It determines the scalability
level demanded by the client
It determines the quality
level demanded by the client
It determines the usability
level demanded by the client
It determines the readability
level demanded by the client
It determines the security
level demanded by the client

References
s4, s5, s6, s7, s8, s9, s10,
s11, s14, s15, s16, s17, s21,
s39, s47, e4, e5

F

s35, s64, s75, s77, s93, ss1

6

s35, s64, s75, s77, s93, ss1

6

s57, s75, s77, s93, ss1

5

s35, s75, s77, s93, ss15

5

s3, s4, s5, s7

4

s3, s4, s5, s7

4

s27, s35, ss1, ss15

4

s27, s75, s77, s93

4

s35, s75, s77, s93

4

s27, s57, ss1, ss15

4

s75, s77, s93, ss15

4

s35, ss15

2

ss1, ss15

2

s57

1

ss1

1

17
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Table 11: Product cost drivers - part 2.
Cost driver
Type

Concurrency level

Processing
requirements

Database size

Architecture

Installability level
Modularity level
Flexibility level
Testability level
Accessibility level
Trainability level
Innovation level

Technical factors

Storage constraint
Reusability level

Description
It measures the type of a
Web application, which can
be static or dynamic
It measures level of
concurrency that the Web
application is to handle
It measures the presence or
absence of complex
processing to run a Web
application
It measures the size of the
database accessed by a Web
application
It measures the architectural
model used to develop a
Web application
It determines the
instalability level demanded
by the client
It determines the modularity
level demanded by the client
It determines the flexibility
level demanded by the client
It determines the testability
level demanded by the client
It determines the
accessibility level
demanded by the client
It determines the training
level demanded by the client
It measures the level of
innovation inherent to a
Web application
It measures all the technical
factors associated with a
Web application
It measures the presence or
absence of storage
constraints
It determines the reusability
level demanded by the client

References

F

s81

1

ss1

1

ss1

1

s64

1

ss15

1

ss1

1

s57

1

s57

1

s57

1

ss1

1

ss1

1

ss15

1

ss15

1

s35

1

s57

1
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Table 12: Product cost drivers - part 3.
Cost driver
Robustness level
Design volatility

Experience level

Requirements clarity
level

Description
It determines the robustness
level demanded by the client
It measures how often the
Web application
requirements change
It determines the average
team experience level
demanded by the client
It measures how easy is for
the team to understand the
Web application
requirements

References

F

s35

1

s35

1

ss15

1

ss15

1

Table 13: Client cost drivers.
Cost driver
Availability level

IT literacy

Mapped workflows

Personality

Description
It measures how often the
client will be available to
meet with the development
team
it measures the knowledge
of the client about
Information Technology
and the domain in which the
Web application is
developed
It measures the presence or
absence of mapping about
the workflows that are to be
incorporated into the Web
application to be developed.
It measures how easy is for
the development team to
deal with the client,
specially regarding the
client’s personality

References

F

s35, e7, ss15

3

s26, ss15

2

ss15

1

e7

1
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Table 14: Development company cost drivers.
Cost driver

SPI program

Metrics’ program

Number of projects
in parallel

Software reuse

Description
It measures the presence or
absence of a software
process improvement
program in the company
responsible for developing
the Web application
It measures the presence or
absence of a metrics’
program in the company
responsible for developing
the Web application
It measures the projects
carried out at the same time
by the company responsible
for developing the Web
application
It measures the extent to
which the company employ
software reuse practices

References

F

s53, s54, s65, s66, s67, s71,
s72, s81, s84, s85, s90, s91

12

s53, s54, s65, s66, s67, s71,
s72, s81, s84, s85, s90, s91

12

s75, s77, s93

3

s35, ss1, ss6

3

level, Novelty level, Platform volatility level, Difficulty level and Platform support level. A description
of each cost driver and the primary studies from where they were extracted are presented in Table 18.
6. Discussion
The Web effort predictors’ taxonomy (Section 1) and the organized body of knowledge (Section 5)
presented herein have implications for both academia and industry, which are discussed next.
6.1. Implications for academia
The taxonomy and the organized body of knowledge (the result from applying our taxonomy to classify the 98 primary studies) can be used by researchers to identify literature of interest. For example,
whenever a researcher needs to read literature related to size metrics that consider the number of
pages, it is possible to use the results presented in Table 4 as a starting point (50 studies identified).
Researchers can also use the results of this paper to select the predictors to be considered when
investigating new effort estimation approaches, as all the studies classified herein have supporting
empirical evidence; the most frequent predictors can lead to the investigation of stronger estimation
models (empirical wise).
The results from this paper also indicate possible gaps that can be addressed through new research.
For example, Table 4 shows that only three studies reported the usage of node count as a size metric.
This can be interpreted in three different ways: i) this size metric is already considered stable; ii) this
size metric was found not to be a relevant predictor to estimate the effort of Web applications; and
iii) this size metric still needs to be further investigated within the Web effort estimation context. The
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Table 15: Project cost drivers.
Cost driver

Description

Documentation level

Level of documentation in a
Web project

Number of
programming
languages
Type
Process efficiency
level
Project management
level

Infrastructure

Development
restriction
Time restriction
Risk level
Rapid app
development

Operational mode

Resource level
Lessons learned
repository

Number of different
programming languages
used in a Web project
The type of a Web project,
which can be a new or an
enhancement project
Efficiency of the process
employed in a Web project
The extent to which good
practices of project
management are employed
in a Web application project
The presence or absence of
adequate infrastructure to
carry out the Web
application project
Presence or absence of
development restrictions
regarding a Web project
Presence or absence of time
restrictions regarding a Web
project
The risk level associated
with a Web project
It measures the presence of
absence of rapid app
development practices
The operational model
employed to develop the
Web application, which can
be collocated or distributed
Level of resources of a Web
application project
Presence or absence of a
repository to record lessons
learned from past finished
projects

References
s35, s53, s54, s65, s66, s67,
s71, s72, s81, s84, s85, s90,
s91, e7, ss12
s54, s55, s65, s66, s67, s71,
s72, s81, s84, s85, s90, s91,
ss6
s53, s54, s65, s66, s67, s71,
s72, s81, s84, s85, s90, s91,
e7

F

s26, s56, s63, s87, ss12

5

s26, s27

2

s26

1

ss15

1

ss15

1

e7

1

s35

1

s35

1

ss15

1

ss15

1

15

13

13
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Table 16: Team cost drivers.
Cost driver

Description

Domain experience
level

The average experience of
the team members on the
domain in which the Web
application is developed

Team size

Number of team members

Deployment
platform experience
level

Team capability

Programming
language experience
level

Tool experience level

Communication
level
Software
development
experience
Work Team level
Stability level
Motivation level

The average experience of
the team members on a
deployment platform
required in a Web
application project. It must
be measured for each
required deployment
platform
It measures in average how
skillful are the members of
a development team
The average experience of
the team members on a
language required in a Web
application project. It must
be measured for each
required language
The experience of the team
members on a tool required
in a Web project. It must be
measured for each required
tool
Level of effectiveness of the
communication within the
development team
The average experience of
the team members on
developing software.
The ability level to work as
team
The frequency in which
members get out and in
from a development team
Level of motivation of the
development team

References
s6, s8, s9, s10, s11, s14,
s15, s16, s17, s21, s26, s43,
s35, s39, s50, s54, s55, s56,
s63, s64, s65, s66, s67, s71,
s72, s75, s77, s81, s84, s85,
s87, s90, s91, s93, e5, e7,
ss1, ss6, ss15
s50, s54, s55, s64, s65, s66,
s67, s71, s72, s81, s84, s85,
s90, s91, e7, ss15

F

s35, s64, s75, s77, s93, ss1

6

s27, s26, s35, s64, ss6, ss15

6

s64, s75, s77, s93, ss1, ss15

6

s64, s75, s77, s93, ss15

6

s27, s35, ss15

3

s35, ss1, ss15

3

s26

1

s35

1

ss1

1

39

16
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Table 17: Team cost drivers.
Cost driver
Focus factor

Tool experience level

OO experience level

In-house experience

Description
Commitment level of the
team members in a period
of time
The average experience of
the team members on a tool
required in a Web
application project. It must
be measured for each
required tool
The average experience of
the team members on
object-oriented analysis
The average experience of
the team members on the
company processes

References

F

ss1, ss15

2

ss1

1

ss1

1

ss15

1

Table 18: Technology cost drivers.
Cost driver
Authoring tool type

Productivity level

Novelty level

Platform volatility
level

Difficulty level

Platform support
level

Description
type of the authoring tool
used during a Web
application development
It measures the gain in
productivity provided by a
technology required in a
Web project
It measures the novelty of a
technology (programming
languages, tools and
deployment platforms)
required in a Web project
It measures the volatility of
a platform required in a
Web project
It measures the difficulty to
learn how to apply a
technology required in a
Web project
It measures the support that
a platform required in a
Web project has

References

F

s6, s8, s9, s10, s11, s14,
s15, s16, s17, s21, s39, s40

12

s75, s77, s93, s96

4

s75, s77, s93

3

s35, s64

2

s26, s57

2

s35

1
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same is applicable to other predictors, such as data Web points (Table 7), class complexity (Table 9)
and architecture (Table 11).
Another point to be highlighted is that a classification scheme, like our taxonomy, is expected to
evolve over time, which demands the effort of the research community related to the addressed topic
[21]; Mendes et al.’s taxonomy [11] was evolved by ours, i.e. our taxonomy can be evolved in the
future. So, we believe that as long as new related literature is produced, maybe there will be the
need to incorporate new categories into the taxonomy put forward in this paper, so that the body of
knowledge will also be updated, accounting for new categories and studies.
6.2. Implications for industry
This paper’s results can support practitioners in two different ways. First, like researchers, practitioners can identify literature of interest by consulting the studies classified through our taxonomy
(see Section 5). Second, it can help practitioners to select predictors to estimate the effort of Web
applications.
To exemplify how practitioners can use our results, we present the following example:
A team needs to estimate the effort required to develop a Web-based management information system for a higher education institution. The team
has been developing Web applications for many years and using different expert-based estimation techniques to estimate development effort.
Despite the fact that the team is very experienced in both Web software
development and estimation, this is the first time the team develops an
application in the education domain.
In the aforementioned example, the team is not able to rely only on its own experience, since it
has never developed a Web application in the education domain. Therefore, the team could use our
organized body of knowledge to select the size metrics and cost drivers to be used as inputs during the
estimation process. To do so, the team could select the predictors in two different ways:
• Select the most frequently used predictors, considering a predefined threshold. The team in the
aforementioned example could consider all the predictors identified in more than 15 studies,
which would result in the following predictors (as per Section 5): Web page count, media count,
component count, reused component count, high feature count, low feature count, structure,
domain experience level and team size.
• Select relevant predictors based on contextual information. The team in the aforementioned
example talked to the client company’s personnel and realized that there is a low level of IT
literacy and the company personnel does not seem to be willing to closely collaborate with
them. So, the team suspects that these two aspects will very likely impact the effort associated
with the Web application. Thus, the predictors IT literacy and availability level are selected,
even though they do not comply with the above-defined threshold. Furthermore, they also select
domain experience level as a predictor as the team is working for the first time in the education
domain.
The taxonomy and associated body of knowledge presented herein cover general aspects related to
Web software development. However, web applications can be developed in different ways, wherein
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parts of an application are based on existing frameworks (e.g. springgand JSFh), while other parts are
developed from the scratch. Both the taxonomy and the body of knowledge can support practitioners
to estimate the effort of web applications that involve both framework-based code and completely
new code. This is possible due to the fact that reuse is accounted for in the length-related metrics.
Furthermore, the other three types of size metrics and the cost drivers in the aggregated body of
knowledge are independent of technology, i.e. they are useful in both situations.
7. Validity threats and limitations
The taxonomy presented herein was mainly based on the results from an SLR, on an existing taxonomy
and on expert knowledge (third author expertise). We believe that the main limitations of this study
are related to the SLR results and the expert knowledge.
The participation of only one expert is a limitation of this work because the knowledge of more
experts might improve the taxonomy’s usefulness and correctness. Considering that any knowledge
classification scheme is a community effort that evolves over time, we expect the taxonomy presented
herein to evolve through the gathering of additional expert knowledge and further research. However,
as a counter point, the third author of this paper has been to date the researcher who contributed the
most in the Web effort estimation field. Thus, her contribution towards the proposed taxonomy has
made a significant impact towards the results presented herein.
Although the taxonomy and aggregated body of knowledge may be useful for practitioners estimating effort of any type of Web application, the impact of frameworks on Web development is not
fully incorporated, since it has not been covered by existing literature on Web effort estimation. Thus,
we believe that this is a limitation that can be addressed with further research.
We updated the SLR by Azhar et al. in this paper, i.e. our investigation also has the following
limitations associated with the SLR research method:
• Coverage of the search string - This type of threat is related to the efficiency of the applied
search string to reach relevant primary studies. To mitigate this threat, Azhar et al. [1] designed
a comprehensive search string. The adaptation we performed to fetch studies published after
February 2012 did not affect the coverage of the original study. On the other hand, the fact that
we just applied the search string in two data sources (Scopus and Compendex/Inspec) may have
affected the number of returned studies.
• Study selection - This type of threat is related to the possibility of a study being classified in
different manners by different reviewers. Azhar et al. defined clear selection criteria. These selection criteria were adapted by us to only select Web effort estimation related studies published
after February 2012. We discussed all the selection criteria to ensure that we shared the same
understanding. In addition, all the studies retrieved in this phase were screened at the same time
by the two first authors of this paper.
• Data extraction - This type of threat is related to the possibility of a study data being extracted
in different manners by different reviewers. The first aspect of this work that mitigated this threat
is the small number of data elements extracted; only size metrics and cost drivers. In addition,
we designed a spreadsheet that was used by the two first authors during the data extraction.
g projects.spring.io/spring-framework/
hjavaserverfaces.java.net
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Finally, the data extraction for all the primary studies was carried out at the same by the two
first authors.

8. Conclusion
This paper presents a taxonomy of Web effort predictors, which was based on a previous taxonomy
[11], on an SLR [1] that was updated herein and on expert knowledge. The proposed taxonomy was
designed by using the method proposed by Usman et al. [20].
To validate our taxonomy and demonstrate its utility, we benchmarked our proposal to Mendes
et al.’s taxonomy [11] and we also used it to classify 165 unique Web predictors identified in 98
studies. We also presented some examples of how to use both the taxonomy and the organized body
of knowledge (i.e. the classification result of the 98 studies). Our proposal can indicate gaps in the
existing literature, as well as it can help researchers and practitioners to identify literature of interest,
as well as help practitioners to select predictors, supporting effort estimation of Web applications.
The taxonomy presented herein can be extended in different ways. For example, it can be extended
to account for predictors that also impact quality, design, and maintenance of Web applications. It is
also possible to extend it to account for other elements related to effort estimation within the Web
engineering context, such as effort/resource estimation techniques and effort/resource estimate accuracy metrics. Finally, additional research can provide more details about the impact of frameworks on
the effort to develop Web applications. Therefore, we intend to extend our taxonomy accounting for
Web predictors, effort estimation techniques and accuracy metrics within the Web resource estimation
context.
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